
Seam allowance (scant) 1/4”

1. Fabric A (Lg. Heart) : 2 pieces of 8 1/2” x 8 1/2 “
2. Fabric B (Med. Heart): 2 pieces of 6  3/4”  x 7”
3. Fabric C  (Sml. Heart): 2 pieces of 6” x 6” 
4. 2 pieces of Satin or Polyester 1 1/2 in. Ribbon cut 25” each in length (you can make these 
as long as you like)
5. 2 pieces of Satin or Polyester 1/2” Ribbon cut 3” each (you can make these as long as you 
like)
6. Batting or Poly-fill stuffing of your choice
7. Needle and coordinating all purpose thread
8. Rice or small rock to weight the smallest heart

My Sewing Jargon
WSF= Wrong Sides Facing; FSF= Front Sides Facing; 

BS=  Back Side; FS= Front Side
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1. Cut out 2 of each Heart using desired fabric for each size. Take Large Heart 
and lay it RS up. Take 1 1/2” thick ribbon (cut 25 inches long) and place on markings 
with approximately 1/4 inch of one end sticking out beyond the top of the heart. 
Your large ribbons should extend well past the bottom point of the heart. Take 1/2” 
ribbon (cut 3” long) place it at bottom point of the heart with the bulk of the ribbon 
pointing towards center of heart. Also hang 1/4” off the edge of the fabric.  
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2. Place 2nd piece of Lg. Heart fabric on top of the ribbons RSF and pin the 
ribbons in place at the top and bottom of the heart. 
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3. Roll up each ribbon and slip under top piece, sandwiching it in the center of the 
two pieces.(3) Pin all around edges, making sure you don’t catch the ribbon in your 
stitching line.(3b) Stitch around entire heart leaving a 2” opening for turning.   *note: 
leave opening on a straight edge, not on the curves of the heart. It will make the shape of your finished 
product much nicer. (3c) With scissors, clip where the two humps of heart come to a 
point. (do not cut into hemline stitching) If you don’t do this your heart will pucker.
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4. Remove pins and turn Lg. Heart 
RS out and press. Set aside.  

5. You will do a similar process as 1- 4 on the Med. and Sml. Hearts. Take Med. 
heart and lay one piece RS up. Then take the Large finished heart and place the 
free end of the small ribbon (face down) and place it in the center of where the two 
humps of the heart come to a point (make sure it extends 1/4” over the edge). Take 
2nd Med. Heart and place on top RSF. (5b) 

small ribbon
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6. Pin very carefully so your small ribbons lay straight. Leave a 2” gap on one of 
the straight sides where the Lg. Heart can hang out. You may need to roll up each 
side to make it fit in a 2” space. Stitch around heart, leaving 2” gap for turning. 
(6b) Snip between humps again, turn RS out and press. (6c)

2”
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7. You will do a similar process as #6 on the Sml. Heart. Take Small Heart and 
lay one piece RS up. Then take the Med. & Lg. finished heart chain and place the 
free end of the small ribbon (face down) in the center of where the two humps of 
the Sml. Heart come to a point. (7b) Take 2nd Small Heart top and place on top 
RSF. Pin Sml. ribbon well making sure it is as straight up and down as possible. 
Continue to pin entire heart leaving 2” gap for turning. Stitch 1/4” seam.(7c)

Sml. Heart

small ribbon
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8. Clip between 2 humps, turn and press. Stuff each heart firmly. If you want to 
add weight to small heart, you can do so, durring the stuffing process.  Whip stitch 
each heart closed with coordinating thread. Enjoy! *Note: you can do a single heart and hang 
on a door knob, using the Large Heart and omitting the small ribbon on the bottom. You can also fill your 
heart with dried rose petals or sented potpuri for a drawer sachet. These hearts are a perfect decoration 
for Valentintes Day, but can be used any time of the year! 

snip here

stitch closed

stuff firmly

hotscottpatterns@yahoo.com
www.hotscottpatterns.typepad.com

Lucy Morey Owner/Designer
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